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The Liberty Campus in Review

42)&5"6)#%7 is under new management.  Rock on!

T+9&M.7&2.()&:+%"*)<&+9#&6":$&.#)&M"$$":-/  For the time be-
ing they have been regulated by OSU o"  cials to the Memorial 
Union and Snell Hall.  It would seem that OSU cares more about 
presenting an aesthetically pleasing campus than presenting 
students with access to diverse information at no cost to the 
student body.  But let’s be realistic, who goes to college to ex-
pand their mind?

U9#":-&V.7W$&XY9))#&Z#"<)&S))[C\ Dr. Sex used her column 
to answer homosexual speci# c questions.  One question asked, 
“Why is there one week on campus dedicated to homosexual-
ity? When do heterosexuals get their week?”  In addition to Dr. 
Greaves answer, we would like to add, “When you go out and 
organize it.”  There is a great deal of work that goes with orga-
nizing “something week” but if you’re adamant about having 
“Straight Pride Week,” team up with a Student Organization (or 
start your own) and host it; OSU would have no grounds with 
which to censor you.

@&6";;&"$&N+#[":-&"%$&N.7&%2#+9-2&%2)&=#)-+:&5)-"$;.%"()&,#+E
*)$$&that would restrict drivers’ abilities to use hand held cell 
phones while driving.  It would seem that those responsible for 
making Oregon’s laws think the distraction comes from holding 
the phone to your ear rather than the act of speaking.  Thank-
fully the law doesn’t yet oppress your ability to eat while driving, 
read while driving, shave while driving, change clothes while 
driving, or play handheld video games (PSP, DS, Gameboy, etc) 
while driving.

42)&D);.7&3+#&5"3)&held an event at OSU on May 15th.  Over a 
thousand people bet more than $57,000 on “hope.”  The sta!  at 
42)&5"6)#%7 took the safe bet and put our money on “Cancer.”  
That little guy has grown on us over the years...

42"$&N";;&6)&%2)&;.$%&"$$9)&+3&%2)&QHH]EQHH^&$*2++;&7).#/&  We 
will be back in October with monthly issues for the 2009-2010 
year, except for December... seems our elves are busy during 
that month.
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As college students, the lives you and I will lead are going to 
di! er greatly. Some of us will travel the world, some will escape 
society (move to Alaska), and some will build their legacy right 
here in Oregon. The American dream is the idea that you, as 
a citizen of the United States, are entitled to choose from an 
in# nite realm of possibilities. Statutes are in place to guide the 
choices of all people, and even businesses, to follow an agreed 
upon morality in the way we live our lives. Our representative 
political system may sometimes seem fruitless, but it is through 
those petty squabbles that we create our laws.

When the United States settled the west, pilgrims would 
make the long trek from the east to make a new life for their 
families. The great Louisiana Purchase was paid for by a 
government of the people, and, to be fair, the people had 
entitlement to that land after the surveyors divided it up. At the 
time, the market system was a point of debate.  However, by 
the time Polk acquired the Oregon Territory, the market system 
was driving the United States towards industrialization. Some 
Americans chose to settle within what is now the state of Oregon. 
Through generations, property has been traded and handed 
down through individuals. And through our slow legislative 
squabbles, some limits on what you can do with private property 
have been put in place.

Hat Trick on the Yeoman
Cody Mitchell-Chavez - Contributor

stopped creating and through his life he invested in some 
property. He built his own house and raises his own animals. His 
family stretches beyond blood and includes the most admirable 
people you could ever meet. You have probably already deduced 
this friend of mine is in his golden ages. The reality is: when he 
passes on, his property will be handed down to the next and the 
house (big brother) will rake some of the pot.

A simple solution is to sell some property, and use the value 
of the sale to meet the taxes. This would apply if government 
regulation hadn’t restricted the use of his property to either 
remain forest or farmland. With more government regulation, 
forest land and farm land has been reduced to a losing 
investment. The market system has prorogated the metropolitan 
demand for cheap food. Because of places like Portland and 
Bend, the small organic farmer has lost. This is where 37 helped 
the victims of regulation. Because the regulations made the 
intentions of the land unlawful, the owners could be justly 
compensated. If this sounds familiar, you have probably read 
the Bill of Rights.

So, in order to protect his family from the death taxes, 
my friend # led for a Measure 37 claim. Reality hit slowly. As 
many land owners have found out, these claims take a lot of 
time and a lot of lawyers. Five years have passed, and nothing 
has been accomplished. With the passage of 49, it seems as 
if the Oregonian yeomanry fell for a legislative “hat trick.” For 
the families sticking in there with the mountain of paper work 
and lawyers, I wish you the best. For the future Oregonian land 
owners, I urge you to educate yourself before you vote. Our best 
judgment will only come from the complete picture.

K+<7&V"%*2);;EK2.()F&"$&.&89:"+#&":&K"(";&R:-":))#":-/
In 2004, Oregon had a “return to normalcy” moment. 

Measure 37 passed through the eyes of all Oregon voters and 
passed into law. The measure’s goal is to compensate land owners 
for losses occurred from government regulation, as long as the 
losses were through moral means. A little more than 7,500 claims 
have been made and some end in the repeal of the laws that 
limited the intended land use. Note that this means the law’s 
value of the bene# t is less than the value of the damages. To 
stop the use of this “new” right, the legislature sent out Measure 
49. Like 37, it also passed. This measure limits what the state 
legislature called “damaging e! ects of development.” Luckily, 
today, the housing crisis has saved us from these same damaging 
e! ects. The true state of the matter is that few of these claims 
have been settled.

I have a close friend whose family settled here in the 
Willamette Valley. His family somehow was able to hold onto 
some of their settled land and through a handful of generations 
this family has made the history of my community. My friend 
worked hard every day until he retired, and since then he has only 
been working harder. He went to college to become a teacher, 
and proudly taught right here in the Willamette Valley. He never 

“The reality is: when he passes on, his 
property will be handed down to the 
next and the house (big brother) will 
rake some of the pot.”
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Letters to the Editor
It was with a little eager anticipation I picked up your most 

recent (April, 2009) issue of 42)&5"6)#%7.  Having read past issues 
I was hoping to encounter some common sense conservatism 
from young minds on campus, a small counterbalance in 
the sea of liberal Group Think which is OSU.  Instead I was 
underwhelmed as I read about a penile snow sculpture, a 
smoke shop enterprise selling $ avored hookah tabacco and 
the hookas for OSU students in the Quad to sample, a summary 
of a movie I’ve already seen, a lengthy adverisement for for 
Cafe Yumm, and repeated silly references to college drinking.

I was and am rooting for you to put out some well-
thought-out, provocative conservative ideas; something that 
might actually prompt a few inquisitive minds to discover or 
re-discover the common sense values that built this country.  
Now, more than ever, our city, our state, and our country are 
headed down the idealists’ road to socialism.  I was hoping 
you could make a little di! erence, addressing issues such as 
abortion, Big Government, loss of freedoms (like Rogers’s airline 
security piece), criminal theft and redistribution of wealth by 
our federal government, corrupt politicians, political analysis, 
or even a pot-stirring comment (in future issues) about Michelle 
Obama’s $540 tennis shoes worn to an event for the poor. 

You’ve got a potentially useful tool with 42)&5"6)#%7.  Ple-e-e-
e-a-a-a-a-s-s-e-e!  More issues of substance and less Animal House.
I’m rooting for you.

Pablo
Corvallis, OR

This letter is in response to the numerous articles covering 
the controversy surrounding the issue of stem cell research.

 As someone who has been pro-life all their life I believe life 
begins at the point of conception and that those conceived under 
the laws of the United States are protected by the Constitution and 
therefore are entitled to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.  
Now has come the day where science has made it possible to 
freeze an embryo outside the body of a human female.  The 
embryo’s natural development into a fully functioning human 
being is then blocked by being frozen until the time arrives 
when it will eventually be transferred back to a woman in order 
to have a baby.  The natural progression begins again and results 
in the birth of a child no di! erent than any other human being.

 The controversy surrounding stem cell research concerns 
the idea of using “left over” embryos as a means of repairing 
or replacing damaged tissues or organs of those who su! er 
daily.  It has been said there is no greater sacri# ce than to lay 
down ones life for the life of another.  As much as I am pro-life 
I am also pro-quality-of-life and see this as an opportunity for 
one life that may be discarded as “left over” to serve to improve 
another’s life and hence allow that healed person to not only 
continue living but live their lives to also help life to continue.   
I know that if I was to be discarded as “left over” rather than be 
given the chance to help my fellow human being then all would 
have been in vain.  Many of us are called to perform extraordinary 
feats as we experience this existence called the human race.  I 
can think of no greater feat than to go from being a “left over” to 
someone who was able to lighten the burden of another person 
and perhaps extend their life, liberty and pursuit of happiness.
  
Joe Bialek
Cleveland, OH 

Send inquiries to:  Liberty.Editor@gmail.com
Become a fan of The Liberty on Facebook!
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OSU Bin-Fiasco 2009
Will Rogers - Executive Editor

As some of you may have noticed, The Liberty has been a bit 
hard to # nd lately.  This is due to a policy change that Facilities 
Services recently began enforcing regarding the bins of o! -
campus publications.  Turns out that being a paper publication 
produced by students for students since 2002 isn’t enough to 
qualify as an on-campus publication.  Due to the con$ ict of 
interest of the person reporting this being heavily involved in it, 
this story will be broken into three parts:  The facts, The Liberty’s 
opinion, and OSU’s opinion.

Z.#%&1&_&=68)*%"()&`)N$
The following is an excerpt from The Liberty’s archives:

The story of The Liberty started in the year 2000 with 
two OSU Engineering students, Andrew Elster and 
Toby Bierly. As conservative students, Elster and Bierly 
su! ered through almost continual misrepresentation 
and attack of their ideals and values by an extremely 
liberal campus media and faculty establishment. 
In January 2001, the two had finally had enough. 

They founded the OSU Students Alliance with the 
mission of providing an alternative media outlet for 
conservative students. The group’s recognition by student 
government was almost blocked by a leftist philosophy 
professor, but recognition was eventually achieved. 

The Students Alliance website, osusa.org, was the 
group’s primary outlet until Winter 2002, when plans 
were laid for a printed publication of conservative 
opinion. One of the website’s columnists, Isaiah Flair, 
bet Elster one dollar that the publication would never 
print. Flair lost the bet, and The Liberty was born.

Things have changed a bit since those days.  This year “the 
liberal campus media” has been under attack by the ASOSU for 
dividing the student body, The Liberty now employs Democrats 
and independents in addition to the Republicans and Libertarians 
of the past, and the OSU Students Alliance enjoys a fairly warm 
relationship with Student Leadership and Involvement (SLI).  

However, not all is well in the realm of student publications.  
During Winter 2009, OSU Facilities Services removed all seven of 
The Liberty’s and one of the Eugene Weekly’s bins from campus.  
The bins were tossed by a dumpster at 35th and Washington 
as seen in the photo on the cover.  Prior to their removal from 
campus, the bins had been secured with bicycle cables to 
various objects (light poles, bike racks, etc) after having received 
permission from OSU o"  cials to place them in those locations 
in 2006.  

The new official position of OSU, as described by Joe 
Majeski, is that o! -campus publications are to be placed in 

the designated areas by the MU (near the bookstore and on 
the corner of Je! erson & 26th) as well as in and around a few 
dormitories as regulated by UHDS.  All other locations will be 
considered unauthorized.  

This policy was further clari# ed to me by Vincent Martorello 
who explained that if The Liberty’s bins are allowed on campus, 
then the school will not have grounds to keep other o! -campus 
publications from cluttering campus.  He also stated that bins 
cannot be chained to school property because of maintenance 
and ADA issues.  

So the debate moves to whether The Liberty is an on- or o! -
campus publication.  In terms of history, we (the OSU Students 
Alliance) have been at OSU (and only at OSU) for seven years.  In 
terms of funding, we are not now nor have we ever been funded 
by student fees.  We are a 501(c)(3) educational foundation, 
which means as far as donations are concerned, we are a non-
pro# t charity.  Finally, in terms of our relationship as a student 
organization, the OSU Students Alliance was a Registered 
Student Organization (RSO) from 2001 until at least 2006.  Some 
point between 2006 and 2008 our RSO status lapsed; however 
as of May 21st 2009, we have had our RSO status reactivated 
with OSU.    

Z.#%&Q&_&42)&5"6)#%7W$&+,":"+:

Censorship comes in many disguises and from many agents.  
However, regardless of the uniform it is wearing, whether it 
be moral supremacists claiming that something is o! ensive 
to decent taste (such as George Carlin’s Seven Words You Can 
Never Say on Television), people arguing that something isn’t 
“politically correct” (such as those that would want the book 
Huckleberry Finn banned because the word “nigger” is used 212 
times), those arguing for the sake of national security (such as the 
2005 Jyllands-Posten Muhammad cartoons), environmentalists 
who argue that anthropomorphic global warming is fact and 
all dissenters must be silenced (such as the Democrats refusing 
to allow Christopher Monckton to testify at a 2009 hearing on 
global warming), or public # gures who don’t want to have their 
feelings hurt (such as Hustler Magazine vs. Falwell or the Alien 
and Sedition Act), censorship is one of the greatest enemies of a 
free and open democracy.  In the example taking place at OSU, 
there is e! ectively a new “policy” that states that only The Daily 
Barometer will have easy distribution access to the students.  All 
other publications will be con# ned into a tiny corner of campus 
so the aesthetic appeal of OSU will not be diminished.  We do 
feel that it is a reasonable restriction that o! -campus papers be 
limited to a few locations, because you can # nd them everywhere 
in town and they cover issues bigger than OSU.  However, with 
respect to student publications, the idea that OSU officials 
will only protect the speech of the state (ASOSU) sponsored 
publication is outrageous.  
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We’re not going to come right out and say that we’ve done 
everything perfect.  In retrospect it is very regretful that our RSO 
status lapsed, even if we never used any of the bene# ts the MU 
has to o! er.  In terms of a student group, we don’t hold regular 
meetings, most of our recruitment is done through our own 
advertisements, and we don’t bring speakers to campus or host 
political events.  

We have two chief complaints with what has happened.  
First, from the communications we have had with Facilities 
Services, the standard of what quali# es as a student publication is 
arbitrarily decided by Vincent Martorello.  During our discussions 
Martorello stated, “I cannot clearly draw a distinction on how 
a paper is consider[ed] a student paper that is not funded by 
a recognized student group on campus, or uses student fees, 
as opposed to a paper being funded by an outside agencies or 
entity and using students internally for purposes of circulation.   
I will…discuss with some others about this….”  However, when 
noti# ed that we would be reactivating our RSO status with the 
MU, no response was given indicating that this would or would 
not change his opinion of whether we are an on- or o! -campus 
entity.  As a matter of fact, in 3 weeks of communications with 
OSU o"  cials we were unable to get any measure of standard for 
what quali# es as a “student publication.”  

Our other complaint with the way this issue was handled 
has to do with due process.  Our contact information was clearly 
in our bins, yet OSU o"  cials never made any e! ort to contact 
us.  OSU o"  cials damaged and destroyed some of our property 
in a hasty e! ort to remove our equipment from campus.  While 
they have made the o! er to repair the damage to our bin, the 
damage to our locks and papers goes uncompensated.  And in 
an amazing coincidence, in the hasty e! ort to remove our bins 
from campus, they completely ignored at least one Barometer 
bin that is chained to a lamppost at the corner of Monroe and 
Memorial Union and a Corvallis Gazette Times bin chained to a 
concrete pillar near west dining center.  In retrospect, it would 
seem that our fatal mistake was to use bike cables to secure our 
property while the other papers used heavy chains.  

Z.#%&I&_&=>?W$&+,":"+:

OSU representatives declined requests for an interview.  One 
could assume if they were trying to censor this publication, it 
would do them little good to justify their position.  Who would 
read it anyway?

Newspaper bins chained to campus # xtures.  OSU policy 
forbids bins from being chained to campus property. 

Copies of The Liberty destroyed by water damage. 

>9<+[9&>+;9%"+:&3+#&Z.-)&11

S";;&D+-)#$&"$&.&>):"+#&":&V)*2.:"*.;&.:<&R;)*%#"*.;&
R:-":))#":-/
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Head to Head

RJ Friedman - Contributor
President of the OSU College Republicans

Throughout 99% of Oregon, it is absolutely legal to carry a 
fully loaded weapon hidden from public view – if you have the 
proper permits. The Oregon University System is not immune 
to the laws that allow this, yet it thinks that students are still 
‘not allowed’ to carry on college campuses, contrary to state 
law. Hopefully we all know this by now, as it was discussed in 
full a few weeks ago on campus, and though the belief that the 
Rule of Law should prevail is an issue of principle in and of itself, 
little attention has been given to the other principalities of the 
issue, which are a very important part of the discussion, and I 
am grateful that The Liberty is giving us this opportunity (and 
hopefully we will again have this opportunity at the debate 
between the College Democrats and the College Republicans 
on June 3 at 6pm in the MU Ballroom).

U9#":-& .& $*2++;& $2++%":-C& %N+& $%9<):%$& *.##7":-&
N).,+:$&%#")<&%+&#)$,+:<&%+&N2)#)&%2)7&2).#<&%2)&
-9:'&#)& *+M":-& 3#+M/& &S2";)& 3+;;+N":-& %2)& $+9:<C&
%2)7&*#+$$&,.%2$&.:<&$))":-&).*2&+%2)#&N"%2&.&-9:C&
.$$9M)&%2)&+%2)#&,)#$+:&"$&%2)&$2++%)#/&&J3&,)+,;)&
.#)& .;;+N)<& %+& *.##7&N).,+:$C& 2+N&<+&N)&.(+"<&
$"%9.%"+:$&;"[)&%2"$&.:<&"3&+:)&$%9<):%&[";;$&+#&N+9:<$&
%2)&+%2)#C&N2.%&$2+9;<&%2)&;".6";"%7&6)a

I would like to direct the reader to a case that occurred in 
the Appalachian School of Law, in Virginia, back in 2002. During 
a school shooting there, two students both ran to their vehicles, 
separately, retrieved the weapons that they were storing in the 
vehicles, and subdued the gunman on their campus. The two 
heroes did not shoot each other. They did not shoot anyone else. 
For as many times as people use guns for self defense every year 
(750,000 – 2,500,000 times a year according to multiple sources), 
the crazy doomsday shootout involving CHL holders that so many 
gun control advocates predict has yet to occur in the history of 
the United States, even in places where concealed carry is legal 
virtually everywhere (like Oregon), and despite the fact that 
citizens have stopped 1/3 of school shootings. Also, all schools 
in Utah, as well as a growing number around the country, allow 
weapons on campus and no accidents or crimes have occurred. 
According to Dr. Gary Kleck, a liberal Democrat, the odds of a 
defensive gun user accidentally killing an innocent person are 
less than 1 in 26,000. Also, according to Dr. Kleck, whose book 
won an award from the American Society of Criminology, people 
who used guns defensively when being robbed or assaulted 
experienced lower rates of injury than those who complied … 
so much for surrendering to another Seung-Hui Cho.

See “Friedman” - Page 9

Ben Price - Managing Editor
Vice President of the OSU College Democrats

We here at Oregon State University # nd ourselves in one of 
the lowest crime rate areas in the United States. We are low even 
when compared to other towns of similar size and composition 
(Madison, WI, Ann Arbor, Michigan). Yet I understand that quite a 
few of the student body don’t feel safe? I wonder loudly why?

Recently we had second amendment week here at Oregon 
State University. I’ve heard the argument about guns before; 
essentially it goes like this, “more people with guns equals a safer 
populace.” I disagree with that logic. But I’m willing to indulge a 
di! erent one. I think that the 2nd amendment may indeed legally 
allow someone to carry a gun on campus, but that would require 
a “dirty activist judge to change the rules.”

See “Price” - Page 10

XJ&<+:W%&%2":[&.&;+%&+3&,)+,;)&9:<)#$%.:<&
%2.%&%2)&[)7&%+&):-.-":-&.:&+,,+:):%&
.%& <"$%.:*)& "$&M.:)9()#.6";"%7C& :+%&
M.#[$M.:$2",/\
I think that if we were to allow guns on campus that 

the standard safety class provided by the NRA is absolutely 
insufficient to teach things like target discrimination and 
interdiction. It is wholly unsuitable to teaching anything relating 
to stress marksmanship, or re$ exive shooting. These things are 
absolutely essential to engaging a small quantity of targets (ie 
the Cho’s of the world whose girlfriend dumped them) in a sea 
of bystanders. And quite frankly, no, I don’t trust people to teach 
themselves. I don’t think a lot of people understand that the key 
to engaging an opponent at distance is maneuverability, not 
marksmanship. In fact right now I suspect a few of the readers are 
going, “what is this guy saying.” To those of you who think that, 
you’re proving me right if you don’t understand these terms.

J<).;;7& %2)&,9#,+$)&+3& *+:*).;)<& *.##7& "$& 3+#& $);3&
<)3):$)/&&J3&$%9<):%$&$2+9;<&:+%&6)&.;;+N)<&%+&*.##7&
-9:$&+:&*.M,9$C&$2+9;<&%2)7&.;$+&:+%&6)&.;;+N)<&
,),,)#&$,#.7&.:<&%.$)#$a&&J3&7+9#&+68)*%"+:&"$&+:;7&
%+&%2)&;)%2.;"%7&+3&%2)&N).,+:C&N+9;<&"%&6)&+[.7&3+#&
,)+,;)&%+&*.##7&-9:$&;+.<)<&N"%2&#966)#&69;;)%$&.:<&
+%2)#&X;)$$&%2.:&;)%2.;\&M9:"%"+:$a

I do object on the grounds of lethality, but I am not sure if 
tasers and pepper spray are allowed on campus either? However, 
speci# cally as it relates to guns would anyone want to spend the 
time to check the ammo? Plus all the less than lethal stu!  like 
bean bags or CS comes in Shotgun size or bigger.

Concealed Carry on College Campuses
R<"%+#W$&`+%)b& During the College Republicans’ >)*+:<&@MM):<M):%&S))[&both the College Republicans and the College 
Democrats were spreading their thoughts about guns on campus.  We sat down with the two main spokesmen and asked them 
the questions they wouldn’t ask each other.
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If, on the o! -chance this scenario actually occurred and 
someone accidently killed an innocent while trying to save 
the lives of others, they should, and would, be prosecuted for, I 
believe, manslaughter. As a CHL holder you are trained to know 
that for every action there is a reaction. Every time you pull that 
trigger, you know that you run the risk of missing, or the risk of 
your bullet going through your target and hitting an innocent. 
That is why we go through training, and this training explains the 
aforementioned # gure of 1 in 26,000 defensive gun users killing 
an innocent person. The odds are very slim that an innocent 
bystander will be hurt; way lower than the chance of a shooting 
happening here at Oregon State University (there are less than 
3,000 colleges in the United States, and we all know shootings 
at these colleges are unfortunately not infrequent). 

@&9:"()#$"%7&"$&$9,,+$)<&%+&6)&.&,;.*)&+3&;).#:":-/&
J3C& %2#+9-2&.& 69;-)& ":& .& $2"#%& +#& .& ;"3%)<& ,.:%& ;)-C&
.& $%9<):%& $))$& .:+%2)#& ,)#$+:W$& -9:C& %2"$& *+9;<&
<"$%#.*%&3#+M&%2)"#&)<9*.%"+:&67&N+:<)#":-C&XJ$&%2"$&
,)#$+:&*.##7":-&3+#&<)3):$)&+#&+c&):$)a\&&d+N&<+&N)&
M.":%.":&%2)&,#"M.#7&39:*%"+:&+3&.&9:"()#$"%7&N2";)&
$%";;&,#+("<":-&.&$.3)&):("#+:M):%a&

For this question, which addresses the fear that guns 
can place upon people, I want to point out that people with 
Concealed Handgun Licenses typically carry their weapons, well, 
concealed. I guarantee every person reading this has at least 
once been in a class, a building, or at the very least, on campus, 
with someone that had a gun – and I bet none of you knew it. 
I personally know people who carry their # rearms to campus 
every day, to every class, and would never have known if they 
did not trust me enough to disclose the information to me (and 
luckily for them, the law says they don’t need to disclose it to 
anyone other than a police o"  cer, if asked, of course – so don’t 
bother asking!). As for the question of whether the person is 
on defense or o! ense, well, it is very easy to tell if the person is 
there for o! ense or not. If the gun is out in their hands and they 
are pointing it at people – that is usually a good sign that they 
are not there to learn. However, if they are sitting there taking 
notes, sleeping, or whatever the case may be – chances are that 
they are there for the same reason that all of us are in class every 
day … or almost every day. 
 The fact is that school shootings have not, do not, 
and will not be committed by people that take the time to go 
through the process of getting a Concealed Handgun License. 
The fact is that you cannot carry a cop around with you all day 
nor have one in every classroom. The fact is that no amount of 
gun control will keep guns o!  of American streets (note: it took 
me one phone call to # nd a weapon on the black market down 
in California for $300). There are over 300 million weapons in 
the United States – no amount of gun control is going to stop 

“Friedman” continued... a criminal from obtaining a weapon – it is simple economics. 
The fact is that invisible signs all around our campus will not 
keep the bad guys out. Furthermore it is irrational to believe 
we could build some sort of fence around our campus and 
have checkpoints in order to keep gunmen out (not to mention 
illegal). It is also unreasonable to believe we could a! ord enough 
trained guards (key word: trained) and metal detectors to make a 
di! erence. Like I said, one third of school shootings are stopped 
by armed citizens before police could arrive. That means in two 
thirds of the incidences an armed citizen may have been able to 
prevent additional murders. The fact is that the other side has no 
alternatives other than to make it harder for law abiding citizens 
to get weapons.  I will be very surprised if my opponent o! ers a 
solution that I have not shown to be ine! ective, and if he does, 
I guarantee that it is not plausible, especially in a county with 
over 2,000 CHL holders. Heads of public safety at UCLA, Rutgers, 
and etc. all agree that these shootings are not preventable. If 
someone wants to buy a $100 gun, some ammo, and some pad 
locks, we will all have a very bad day, and the only thing we 
can do is to be ready. A book, a pen, a chair, or whatever else 
you have next to you in class is no match for what the gunman 
brings into class to kill you with. The bottom line is that while my 
opponent may be content with being unarmed and defenseless, 
I certainly am not.

De&!#")<M.:&"$&.&89:"+#&":&Z+;"%"*.;&>*"):*)/
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Good question, yes I do, because schools are responsible for 
the safety of the people attending them. But we do surrender 
a bit of our safety to come to class without passing through a 
metal detector, correct? I assume we are all willing to accept the 
trade o! . So while there are liability issues, we have to take into 
account our own choices.

S27&<+&7+9&6);")()& %2.%&M.$$&$2++%":-$&2.,,):&
M+#)&+3%):&":&X-9:&3#))&.#).$\C&$9*2&.$&$*2++;$&.:<&
*29#*2)$C&.$&+,,+$)<& %+&X.#M)<&F+:)$\C&$9*2&.$&
`D@&M))%":-$C&M";"%.#7&6.$)$C&.:<&-9:&$2+N$a&

The implicit point of this is deterrence. Personally I can tell 
you from experience, military bases may not be the scene of mass 
shootings, but I have seen more random negligent discharges 
(accidentally setting the weapon o! ) on military bases than 
anywhere else. As to why churches and schools are the sites of 
mass shootings? Well there is a mass of people who regularly 
attend them. That frequency presents the greatest opportunity. 
Gun shows, and NRA meetings are far less frequent, and in the 
military, well Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen, and Marines just aren’t 
predisposed to shooting each other. It takes a lot, like 3 Iraq 
deployments and PTSD diagnosis, to snap a U.S. Military veteran 
into shooting another veteran who is just as miserable being 
there. But its an interesting point about churches, people can 
carry into them, most pastors aren’t all about it but they typically 
don’t even have a policy on it, I certainly think that if you want 
to carry into a church you can (its not a school environment.... 
unless of course it is a school). So here we have a situation where 
it is perfectly acceptable to conceal carry into a mass gathering, 
and yet there is very little evidence to suggest that anyone there 
is any bit the safer for it.

“Price” continued...

“The powers not delegated to the United States by the 
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to 
the States, respectively, or to the people.”

Does this sound familiar to anyone? While it has been 
ignored countless times since the creation of this country, the 
tenth amendment of the United States Constitution has not 
changed. A group of Utah legislators has breathed life into this 
clause long since covered by dust upon forming a new group 
called the Patrick Henry Caucus.

Founded on the concept that states do indeed have the 
right to legislate in areas allocated to them by the Constitution, 
Utah is the # rst in a line of states ready to start pushing back 
against the rapidly creeping powers the federal government 
is exerting over its states. Resolutions on topics such as land 
use, education, transportation, and commerce within a state 
are already being formulated for introduction in the 2010 state 
legislative session. 

Heard it all, you say? That remains to be seen, but one of the 
founders, Representative Carl Wimmer says the days of “toothless 
resolutions” are over. 

Montana has gone so far as to RESTATE its right to determine 
its own regulations for guns and ammunition made and kept 
within the state. Entitled the “Montana Firearms Freedom Act,” 
this bill would render all federal laws and regulations (including 
federal registration requirements) obsolete. This is not to say 
there would be no regulations, but that in accordance with the 
Constitution, the states have the right to determine their own 
regulations.

How far will this state-level movement go? Other states are 
already forming similar groups, and after being announced on 
Glenn Beck this past week, the website for the Patrick Henry 
Caucus received thousands of hits in a single day. Such groups 
and proposed actions o! er like-minded citizens a vehicle in 
which to actively push their agenda, rather than being resigned 
to simply “Write to your state or federal legislator”… so you can 
be ignored.

One # nal quote, courtesy of Patrick Henry himself, “The 
Constitution is not an instrument for the government to restrain 
the people, it is an instrument for the people to restrain the 
government - lest it come to dominate our lives and interests.”

g):&Z#"*)&"$&.&>):"+#&":&R*+:+M"*$/

Constitutional Refresher  
Claire Anthony - Science Editor

K;."#)&@:%2+:7&"$&.&h#.<9.%)&>%9<):%&":&=*).:+-#.,27/
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Bad Policy in the Political Science Department  
Will Rogers - Executive Editor

The following e-mail chain was sent out over the College 
Republicans’ listserv.  It is a conversation between CR President 
RJ Friedman and Political Science Department Chair Bill Lunch.

Hi Professor,

I was just wondering why when, a few weeks ago, I asked 
Katherine Brenner to send out an email about an event regarding 
the 2nd Amendment, you declined to give her permission to 
do so?

Thanks,
RJ Friedman

R.J.:

If you’d like, you’re welcome to come and see me about this, 
but the short answer is that while we announce meetings and 
presentations by student groups through the department 
e-mail list regularly, we don’t include explicitly partisan ones.  
As I said initially, if you’d like to discuss the distinction, come 
and see me.

Best Wishes,
B.L. 

Professor,

You mean to tell me that the 2nd Amendment is more partisan 
than a group like Moveon.org or ACORN? Both groups have been 
supported by www.grassrootscampaigns.com, an organization 
that has had multiple emails sent through the Political Science 
department, even though they are a non-student group. My event 
included Republicans, Democrats, Independents, Libertarians 
and etc., and I had speakers from Oregon’s Legislative Assembly 
speak at OSU almost every day of the event.

I feel you did a disservice to the Political Science community by 
censoring this student-organized event.

RJ Friedman

For those who didn’t see it, the College Republicans hosted 
“Second Amendment Week” during spring term.  Their event 
included having several members of the Oregon Legislative 
branch speaking at OSU.  Unfortunately, Professor Lunch, 
the Chair of the Political Science Department, declined the 
opportunity to an interview with us, but giving him the bene# t 
of the doubt, we’d like to clarify what we think he means by, “…
we don’t include explicitly partisan ones.”  Organizations such 
as Moveon.org and ACORN, while they side with the Democratic 
Party 10 times out of 10 are technically “non-partisan” based on 
their # ling status with the IRS.  

The larger issue here is that this is a university.  It is supposed 
to be a place where intellectuals can share all ideas openly 
and freely.  However, in order to share ideas, people need to 
be able to access those ideas.  Take for example the following 
hypothetical situation:  Barack Obama is going to make a surprise 
visit to campus and noti# es the College Democrats to spread the 
word.  The president of the College Democrats sends an e-mail 
to the Political Science department asking them to announce 
it on their all-department e-mail.  However, because it is the 
College Democrats (a partisan group) hosting the event, the 
Political Science department doesn’t send out the e-mail and 
many people miss the opportunity to meet the President of the 
United States.  

We at The Liberty would like to ask that the Political Science 
department stop its current practice of promoting events based 
on partisan/non-partisan status and instead move to promote 
events based on political/non-political status.  Let the students 
decide what they want to attend. 

>+;9%"+:&+:&Z.-)&i
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Great Moments in Censorship

A Brief List of Books that have been Banned in the US.
A Clockwork Orange by Anthony Burgess
A Wrinkle in Time by Madeleine L’Engle
Annie on My Mind by Nancy Garden
As I Lay Dying by William Faulkner 
Blubber by Judy Blume 
Brave New World by Aldous Huxley
Bridge to Terabithia by Katherine Paterson 
Canterbury Tales by Chaucer
Carrie by Stephen King
Catch-22 by Joseph Heller
Christine by Stephen King
Confessions by Jean-Jacques Rousseau
Cujo by Stephen King
Curses, Hexes, and Spells by Daniel Cohen 
Daddy’s Roommate by Michael Willhoite 
Day No Pigs Would Die by Robert Peck 
Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller
Decameron by Boccaccio
East of Eden by John Steinbeck
Fallen Angels by Walter Myers 
Fanny Hill (Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure) by John Cleland 
Flowers For Algernon by Daniel Keyes
Forever by Judy Blume
Grendel by John Champlin Gardner 
Halloween ABC by Eve Merriam 
Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Prizoner of Azkaban by J.K. Rowling
Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire by J.K. Rowling
Have to Go by Robert Munsch 
Heather Has Two Mommies by Leslea Newman 
How to Eat Fried Worms by Thomas Rockwell
Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain 
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou 
Impressions edited by Jack Booth 
In the Night Kitchen by Maurice Sendak 
It’s Okay if You Don’t Love Me by Norma Klein
James and the Giant Peach by Roald Dahl 
Lady Chatterley’s Lover by D.H. Lawrence
Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman
Little Red Riding Hood by Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm 
Lord of the Flies by William Golding
Love is One of the Choices by Norma Klein
Lysistrata by Aristophanes
More Scary Stories in the Dark by Alvin Schwartz 
My Brother Sam Is Dead by James Lincoln Collier and Christopher Collier
My House by Nikki Giovanni 
My Friend Flicka by Mary O’Hara
Night Chills by Dean Koontz 
Of Mice and Men by John Steinbeck 
On My Honor by Marion Dane Bauer 
One Day in The Life of Ivan Denisovich by Alexander Solzhenitsyn 
One Flew Over The Cuckoo’s Nest by Ken Kesey
One Hundred Years of Solitude by Gabriel Garcia Marquez 
Ordinary People by Judith Guest
Our Bodies, Ourselves by Boston Women’s Health Collective 
Prince of Tides by Pat Conroy 
Revolting Rhymes by Roald Dahl 
Scary Stories 3: More Tales to Chill Your Bones by Alvin Schwartz
Scary Stories in the Dark by Alvin Schwartz 
Separate Peace by John Knowles 
Silas Marner by George Eliot

Slaughterhouse-Five by Kurt Vonnegut, Jr.
Tarzan of the Apes by Edgar Rice Burroughs 
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn by Mark Twain 
The Adventures of Tom Sawyer by Mark Twain 
The Bastard by John Jakes
The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger 
The Chocolate War by Robert Cormier 
The Color Purple by Alice Walker
The Devil’s Alternative by Frederick Forsyth
The Figure in the Shadows by John Bellairs 
The Grapes of Wrath by John Steinbeck 
The Great Gilly Hopkins by Katherine Paterson 
The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood 
The Headless Cupid by Zilpha Snyder 
The Learning Tree by Gordon Parks 
The Living Bible by William C. Bower
The Merchant of Venice by William Shakespeare
The New Teenage Body Book by Kathy McCoy and Charles Wibbelsman 
The Pigman by Paul Zindel 
The Seduction of Peter S. by Lawrence Sanders
The Shining by Stephen King
The Witches by Roald Dahl 
The Witches of Worm by Zilpha Snyder 
Then Again, Maybe I Won’t by Judy Blume 
To Kill A Mockingbird by Harper Lee
Twelfth Night by William Shakespeare
Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary by the Merriam-Webster Editorial 
Sta! 
Witches, Pumpkins, and Grinning Ghosts: The Story of the Halloween Symbols 
by Edna Barth

Seven Words You Can Never Say on Television
by George Carlin

    * Shit
    * Piss
    * Fuck
    * Cunt
    * Cocksucker
    * Motherfucker
    * Tits

Later, Carlin referred to 
three “auxiliary” words:
    * Fart
    * Turd
    * Twat

Point of Interest:  It was this song that lead up to the case, FCC 
vs. Paci# ca Foundation that gave the FCC the ability to  “prohibit 
such broadcasts during hours when children were likely to 
be among the audience,” and gave the FCC broad leeway to 
determine what constituted indecency in di! erent contexts.

Republished works “They” don’t want you to see!
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Jyllands-Posten Muhammad cartoons 

d+NC&$,)*"'&*.;;7C&.#)&%2)&V+2.MM.<&*.#%++:$&+c&):$"()&%+&
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For me, the prophet Mohammed is a person I believe in. 
Thus, these cartoon pictures won’t change anything or question 
my faith.

In our religion we respect all of the messengers and prophets 
including Jesus.

Therefore, most of the Muslim people are not used to 
making “funny jokes” about any kind of religion especially our 
own faith.  You can see our culture (as arabs) plays a role in that 
before our religion.

Our culture taught us to respect other people including 
respecting peoples’ faith.  Our religion taught us to respect other 
religions. The Quran states:

which means “you have your faith and I have mine.” Also, we are 
taught by our prophet to respect people and other morals we 
must hold on to.  Therefore, seeing pictures- cartoons, articles, 
or poems about disrespecting any of the prophets or the faith 
itself is kind of abnormal to our culture

So if you want to know my reaction as a Muslim: I was hurt to 
see someone I love and respect, and have faith in be the target of 
jokes and sending the wrong image about the faith of Islam.
I would also be hurt if that was Jesus, Moses or any other prophet, 
or any other faith.

When I see the pictures, I don’t see that the prophet was 
humiliated and I didn’t see the prophet as less…

What I saw is the artists have so much hate, lack of awareness, 
and missing an important element in morality which is respect 
of others’ faith.

What’s the Big Deal? 
Sarah Abdulkarim - Guest Contributor

Point of Interest:  These cartoons which appeared in Danish 
Newspapers in 2005 were so outrageous to the Muslim 
community that many of the artists that drew them received 
death threats and some are still living under police protection.  
Since most of the OSU community is not of the Muslim faith, we 
have a guest contribution from Sarah Abdulkarim to explain why 
these are so o! ensive.   

Sarah Abdulkarim&"$&.:&@;9M&":&R:("#+:M):%.;&>*"):*)&.:<&
R*+:+M"*$/
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Hustler Magazine’s  parody 
advertisement that led to the 1988 

Supreme Court Case “Hustler vs 
Falwell”

Point of Interest:  The parody advertisement 
seen below became the center piece of an 
argument about whether or not public 
# gures are fair game for public mockery.  
The Supreme Court, in a unanimous 
ruling, stated, “At the heart of the First 
Amendment is the recognition of the 
fundamental importance of the free 
$ ow of ideas and opinions on matters of 
public interest and concern. The freedom 
to speak one’s mind is not only an aspect 
of individual liberty – and thus a good 
unto itself – but also is essential to the 
common quest for truth and the vitality 
of society as a whole. We have therefore 
been particularly vigilant to ensure that 
individual expressions of ideas remain free 
from governmentally imposed sanctions.”  
For more information on this particular 
case, it is recommended that you watch 
the movie The People Vs. Larry Flynt... but 
if you are really desperate I suppose you 
could just read about it.

G - General Audiences -  All ages admitted
    No nudity, no drugs, minimal violence, and limited use of language that goes beyond polite conversation.
PG - Parental Guidance Suggested -  Some material may not be suitable for children.
    May have mild violence and/or action, mild language and sexual references, brief nudity, intense images, sexual 
themes, crude humor or very mild drug references.
PG-13 - Parents Strongly Cautioned - Some material may be inappropriate for children under 13.
    May contain moderate language, minimal strong language, some explicit nudity, intense violence, gore, or mild 
drug content.
R - Restricted -  Under 17 requires accompanying parent or adult guardian.
    May contain very strong language or strong sexual emphasis, strong explicit nudity, strong violence and gore, or 
strong drug content.
NC-17 - No One 17 and Under Admitted
    May contain very strong sexual or o! ensive language, strong explicit nudity, very strong gore or disturbing 
violence, or graphic drug abuse. Films with this rating are usually edited for an "R" 

MPAA Movie Rating Criteria
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Interviews with a Crazy Guy 
Sta!  Report

This term you may have seen “Monty” preaching everlasting damnation in the 
Memorial Union Quad.  We got a chance to catch up with Monty and # nd out 
what he is about.

Liberty:  So what are you doing out here?

Monty:  Well, We’ve been lied to.

Liberty:  What?  Who lied to us?  What were they lying about?

Monty:  The World Trade Center wasn’t brought down by foreign nationals.  
The World Trade Center was an inside job.  

Liberty:  So who was behind it?  George Bush?

Monty:  No it was people closely involved with the Federal Reserve, World Bank, 
and other banking establishments.  It’s the same reason JFK was assassinated... 
he wanted out of the CIA and the Federal Reserve.  When Woodrow Wilson 
signed the Federal Reserve into existence he said, “I am a most unhappy man. 
I have unwittingly ruined my country.”

Liberty:  Well, that sucks.  



Not Quite Serious...

Reading The Liberty may reduce your chances of contracting swine $ u.*

*...But only if you read it in a sterile environment.


